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DISCLAIMER
META COURSE (COURSE) is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial 
or payment service of any such kind and in any jurisdiction. 
Any terminology used in this whitepaper or on the Website is intended only 
as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same 
terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. 
META COURSE (COURSE) is a fully and completely decentralized and com-
munity driven project. The smart contract is open-source, permanent and 
non-modifiable in any way. META COURSE COURSE) is a utility token in any 
jurisdiction and cannot be considered as a security or otherwise a regulated 
token of any kind. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a 
contractual agreement of any kind, is not an invitation, solicitation  or offer 
to invest in META COURSE (COURSE) or acquire or use its COURSE tokens in 
any way and with any expectation of profit in any form.



Meta Course aims to provide free online training to all schools and companies to bring flexible, 
affordable, business-related online learning to individuals and organizations worldwide. We offer 
a variety of learning opportunities, from hands-on projects and courses to job-ready certificates 
and degree programs.

Meta Course is a global online learning platform that aims to offer blockchain technology access 
to online courses and degrees from any educational institution and company to anyone, any-
where.

Meta Course, is the global online learning platform that offers anyone, anywhere access to online 
courses and degrees from world-class universities and companies.

We work hard to succeed because we’re so invested in our 
shared purpose. As we grow, so does our opportunity to 
make a long term difference to the lives of 
millions around the world.

ABOUT
Our Mission is Serving the world through learning.

Free Education





The purpose of the Meta Course is to provide access to 
education from anywhere in the world. It also rewards ev-
eryone who completes the slope with $COURSE Token.

1) Everyone who completes the tutorials will be rewarded 
with $COURSE Token.
2) Trainers who produce specifically for Meta Course earn 
$COURSE tokens.
3) Commenters on training videos earn $COURSE tokens.
4)$COURSE token holders always earn 2% rewards.

WHAT IS META COURSE

HOW CAN I EARN $COURSE TOKEN?

ONLINE COURSES
TOP VIDEOS

STUDIES



The purpose of the Meta Course is to provide access to 
education from anywhere in the world. It also rewards ev-
eryone who completes the slope with $COURSE Token.

PROFILE & CERTIFICATE

Online
Courses

Free
Certificate

Earn
$COURSE



10,000,000,000,000,000

TOKENOMICS
TOTAL SUPPLY

META COURSE

TOKEN NAME

COURSE

TOKEN SYMBOL

BEP20 (BSC SCAN)

NETWORK

0x5466B664a8B18A4545b15d41D01BaDA764c918dB

CONTRACT ADDRESS



ROADMAP
1Phase 1

Smart contract created
Launch social media
Launch Website
Whitepaper Released
Pancakeswap DEX trade
1.000 Telegram Members
2.000 Holders

Phase 3

Promotion of Meta Course in schools.
Activation of the certificate system.
Big Marketing Push
Team Expansion
KYC
More CEX Listings
Bscscan Info Update
Influencer Marketing
15,000 Telegram Members
20,000 Holders

Phase 2
Publishing the Online Course Portal

Influencer marketing
Smart Contract Audit

CoinMarketCap Listing
CoinGecko Listing

Launch Paid Ads
Whitepaper V2

More DEX listing
5.000 Telegram Members

5.000 Holders
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Phase 4
Activating the web3 system

that gives gift tokens to those who 
complete the training

Large influencer marketing push
Website Redesign

More CEX listing
Partnerships

NFT Marketplace
30.000 Telegram Members

50.000 Holders

4
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Phase 5

Donation to Educational Institutions
Agreement with universities
Bigger Community
Big Marketing Campaigns
Creation of custom training
series for Meta Course.
Translation of the education portal 
into all languages
100.000 Telegram
200.000 holders

5



HOW TO BUY

01
Create a Metamask

Wallet

This will allow you to
buy, sell, send and
receive $COURSE

02
Choose BSC mainnet and
Send BNB to your Wallet
You can buy BNB

directly on Metamask
or can transfer to your

wallet from other
exchanges

03
Browse Pancakeswap 

You can browse
pancakeswap where
you can swap tokens

04
Swap BNB for $COURSE

You can start swapping
as soon as you have

BNB available in your
wallet. Please enter the

token address or
search for it on the

tokens list.



AUDIT - KYC
Successfully completed AUDIT and KYC checks 

and verification by Coinsult company.

https://coinsult.net/projects/metacourse/

https://github.com/Coinsult/solidity/blob/main/MetaCourseAudit.pdf



Contract Address: 

Web:

Telegram:

Twitter: 

0x5466B664a8B18A4545b15d41D01BaDA764c918dB

www.metacoursetoken.com

https://t.me/MetaCourseToken

https://www.twitter.com/MetaCourseToken

OFFICIAL LINKS
Never miss an update


